
 
 

 

March 1, 2023 

Investor Update 

 

After a great month in January and a good start to February, asset prices took a nosedive in the 

second half with both bonds and stocks moving lower.  After a hot jobs number, it appears that 

the Fed is not close to finishing raising rates and that spooked markets.   

 

There are a lot of Fed watchers out there, and rightfully so given the impact low rates had on 

asset prices over the last decade.  The problem that we see in following every word that they say, 

is that they are often wrong, late, and reactive to the market.   In fact, for the second half of 2021 

and early 2022 the Fed rallying cry was “inflation is transitory.”  Rather than dissect every 

speech and meeting, we would rather just let the market tell us what is going to happen.  It is our 

view that the 2 year treasury leads the Fed. The below chart shows the Fed funds in white and the 

2 yr in blue.  Very simply, the 2 yr above Fed Funds and the Fed Funds rate is too loose and they 

need to raise rates.  If the 2 yr is below the Fed Funds, the Fed Funds rate is too tight and they 

need to cut rates.  Right now they are almost identical which means policy is almost perfect.  

Rather than listen to the Fed, watch for the 2 yr to start to decline and that means the recession is 

upon us and look out below.  Until then, markets should remain sideways as we battle between 

“recession” and “soft-landing.”    

 

 
 



 

 

After the first 6 weeks of the year and a strong open for both stocks and bonds investors started 

to consider the idea that maybe the Fed pulled things off and slowed inflation without crushing 

the economy.  This is what is called a “Soft Landing.”  In reality, no one knows for sure what 

will happen because the effect of monetary policy has such a long lag time.  In an era where we 

need instant gratification, waiting for this is very difficult, which is why many predicted a 

recession in the first quarter of 2023.  While it still remains to be seen whether or not we get a 

recession (as we stated earlier….watch the 2 yr), what is interesting is that the last 2 times 

mentions of “Soft Landing” spiked was within months of an actual recession as shown below.       

 

  
 

Lastly, many of our clients have noticed that we have been purchasing short term treasury bonds 

lately.  The reason is fairly simple, for the first time in over 15 years, they offer an attractive 

return.  In fact, when compared to corporate bonds and municipal bonds, they offer almost the 

same yield with a fraction of the risk.  Now, when you compare the yield on treasuries vs the 

stock market as shown below we are near all time record lows.  What the chart is saying is that 

the earnings yield of the S&P 500 is about 1.5% better than what you get in a treasury bond.  

What this means is that in order for stocks to materially outperform bonds from here, earnings 

need to go gangbusters.  In our view, this will be very difficult in a slowing economy let alone a 

recession especially coming off of 2 years of record corporate profit margins and still quite a bit 

of inflation in the system.  While some individual stocks can still do well, the vast majority will 

struggle or at least the big ones that make up the index.     

 



 
    

Moving forward, we are watching the bond market very closely for economic signals.  We are 

increasing our holdings in treasury bonds (largest exposure to bonds ever) and also taking 

advantage of our dividend paying companies by purchasing them after selloffs and selling them 

after rallies.  Additionally, we are adding commodity exposure where appropriate (we recently 

added natural gas) to have a balanced portfolio that can generate returns and reduce risk 

regardless of how the macro-economic environment unfolds.   

    

If you have any questions or would like to hear about some of the recent portfolio purchases and 

sales please send an email to markpainter@everguidefinancial.com and we can schedule a call.   

 

Sincerely, 

 
 

Mark R. Painter, CFA, CEPA 
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